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Methods derived from the generalized quantum master equation (GQME) framework have provided the ba-
sis for elucidating energy and charge transfer in systems ranging from molecular solids to photosynthetic
complexes. Recently, the non-perturbative combination of the GQME with quantum-classical methods has
resulted in approaches whose accuracy and efficiency exceed those of the original quantum-classical schemes
while offering significant accuracy improvements over perturbative expansions of the GQME. Here we show
that, while the non-Markovian memory kernel required to propagate the GQME scales quartically with the
number of subsystem states, the number of trajectories required scales at most quadratically when using
quantum-classical methods to construct the kernel. We then present an algorithm that allows further acceler-
ation of the quantum-classical GQME by providing a way to selectively sample the kernel matrix elements that
are most important to the process of interest. We demonstrate the utility of these advances by applying the
combination of Ehrenfest mean field theory with the GQME (MF-GQME) to models of the Fenna-Matthews-
Olson (FMO) complex and the light harvesting complex II (LHCII), with 7 and 14 states, respectively. This
allows us to show that MF-GQME is able to accurately capture all the relevant dynamical time-scales in
LHCII: the initial nonequilibrium population transfer on the femtosecond time-scale, the steady state-type
trapping on the picosecond time-scale, and the long time population relaxation. Remarkably, all of these
physical effects spanning tens of picoseconds can be encoded in a memory kernel that decays after only ∼65
fs.
Keywords: Non adiabatic dynamics, quantum dynamics, light harvesting complex, electronic energy transfer
I. INTRODUCTION
Theoretical modelling of processes ranging from energy
transfer in photosynthetic light harvesting complexes and
organic electronics to proton coupled electron transfer,
require the development of methods that allow for the ac-
curate and efficient calculation of the dynamics of open
quantum systems, i.e., a subsystem of interest coupled
to an external environment. Generalized quantum mas-
ter equations (GQMEs) provide a formally exact way of
rewriting the equation of motion of a set of degrees of
freedom of particular interest via the use of the appro-
priate projection operator.1–3 For example, in open quan-
tum systems, the projection operator is frequently chosen
to encompass all the states of the electronic subsystem,
although this choice need not align with simple partitions
at the level of the Hamiltonian, i.e., the projector could
contain only a subset of electronic states or even include
some nuclear degrees of freedom. The effect of the re-
maining degrees of freedom on the dynamics of those of
interest is encoded through the memory kernel.1,2,4 How-
ever, evaluating the memory kernel requires overcoming
the complications that arise from the presence of the pro-
jected propagator.
A common approach to avoid the projected propa-
gator is to treat the memory kernel using second or-
a)Electronic mail: tmarkland@stanford.edu
der perturbation theory. This leads to methods includ-
ing Markovian and non-Markovian Redfield theory and
its variants,5–8 the noninteracting blip approximation
(NIBA),9,10 Fo¨rster theory,11 and the polaronic quantum
master equation,12–15 which have been used to treat a
wide variety of multi-state electronic energy transfer sys-
tems. In these approaches, the memory kernel depends
only on correlation functions of the isolated system and
bath, and hence can be straightforwardly generated even
for systems with many subsystem states.16,17 However,
these approaches are limited in their applicability to sys-
tems where the perturbative parameter remains small.
More recently, it has been shown that the projected
propagator can be exactly removed by employing the
Dyson identity, leading to a representation of the full
(non-perturbative, non-Markovian) memory kernel in
terms of unprojected correlation functions of the system
and bath.18 This allows one to gain accurate results over
a much wider range of regimes than perturbative mas-
ter equations, albeit at the expense of requiring cross-
correlation functions of system and bath operators to
generate the memory kernel. Evaluating these cross-
correlation functions using trajectory-based quantum-
classical approaches with the GQME formalism has been
shown to give considerable increases in both accuracy and
efficiency compared to using the same quantum-classical
method alone.19–25
However, while these studies showed the efficacy of
such a combination in systems containing two subsystem
states, for a system with Ns subsystem states, the re-
ar
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2duced density matrix (RDM) has N2s elements and hence
the size of the memory kernel needed to propagate it
grows as N4s . One might therefore imagine that combin-
ing quantum-classical methods with the GQME would
be limited to problems with small numbers of subsystem
states. Here, we demonstrate that for quantum-classical
methods that treat the subsystem using wavefunctions,
e.g., Ehrenfest mean field theory (MFT)26–28 and fewest
switches surface hopping (FSSH),29–31 that the full mem-
ory kernel can be obtained using only O(N2s ) trajectories.
We then show how, in cases where one is interested in
a particular (or a small set of) subsystem initial condi-
tions, one can further improve the efficiency by focusing
resources into accurately capturing the matrix elements
of the memory kernel that most strongly determine the
evolution of a given initial condition. We achieve this
by noting that, while the fully converged memory kernel
contains the information necessary propagate the GQME
from any subsystem initial condition contained in the
projector, often many of these may not be of interest.
Here we introduce an algorithm that exploits this obser-
vation to identify and selectively converge the kernel ele-
ments that are most important to capture the relaxation
from a given subsystem initial condition. This allows one
to minimize the computational effort expended on the el-
ements that only exert a minor influence on the process
of interest.
We then illustrate the scalability of the quantum-
classical GQME to multi-state systems by applying the
mean field GQME (MF-GQME) method21 to treat the
7-state Fenna-Matthews-Olsen (FMO) complex32,33 and
the 14-state light harvesting complex II (LHCII).34–36
We show that MF-GQME gives quantitative accuracy in
regimes where direct MFT and modified Redfield theory
fail, while remaining less expensive than a direct applica-
tion of MFT even in these larger systems. This develop-
ment thus opens the door to the application of quantum-
classical GQME approaches to multi-state systems cou-
pled to atomistic environments that lie beyond linear
system-bath coupling and harmonic environments.22
II. THEORY
To show how the GQME formalism can be efficiently
used with trajectory-based quantum dynamics methods
in multi-state systems, here we give the general expres-
sion for the memory kernel for a system with arbitrary
system-bath coupling. By analyzing the form of this gen-
eral expression, we demonstrate that only O(N2s ) tra-
jectories are required to calculate the memory kernel in
the MF-GQME method in a system with Ns subsystem
states.
To begin, we consider a Hamiltonian of the general
form,
Hˆ = Hˆs + Hˆb + Hˆsb, (1)
where Hˆs is the isolated subsystem Hamiltonian, Hˆb the
isolated bath Hamiltonian, and Hˆsb contains all the terms
that couple the system and the bath. For any Hˆsb, one
can write it such that it is in the form of a sum of direct
products of system and bath operators,
Hˆsb =
Nsb∑
j=1
Sˆj ⊗ Γˆj , (2)
where Sˆj is a pure subsystem operator, Γˆj is a pure bath
operator, and Nsb is the number of terms in the sum.
Here we consider initial conditions for the full system
density operator ρˆ(0) that are of the spectroscopic form,
ρˆ(0) = ρˆeqb ⊗ ρˆs(0), where ρˆs(0) encodes the initial state
of the subsystem and ρˆb
eq is the equilibrium bath den-
sity operator, ρˆeqb = e
−βHˆb/Trb
{
e−βHˆb
}
. While this
choice of initial condition simplifies the expressions for
the memory kernel, we emphasize that the scaling argu-
ments presented here do not depend on this choice and
are straightforward to generalize to any factorizable ini-
tial condition.
The quantity of interest is the RDM, ρˆs(t) = Trb{ρˆ(t)},
from which any subsystem observable, such as the popu-
lation relaxation or electronic spectra, can be generated.
In a given basis, one can write the RDM as
ρˆs(t) =
N2s∑
n=1
[ρs]n(t)Aˆn, (3)
where Aˆn ∈ {|α〉 〈α′|}, which is a set of N2s subsystem
operators that span the subsystem Liouville space, and
[ρs]n denotes a particular matrix element of the RDM.
These matrix elements can be expressed as quantum me-
chanical expectation values,
[ρˆs(t)]n = Tr
{
ρˆ(0)eiLt/~Aˆn
}
= Tr
{
ρˆ(t)Aˆn
}
. (4)
In the Mori-Nakajima-Zwanzig formalism, the dynam-
ics of the RDM can be obtained by integrating the
GQME,1–4,16
ρ˙s(t) = ρs(t)X −
∫ t
0
dτ ρs(t− τ)K(τ), (5)
where ρs(t) is a row vector with N
2
s time-dependent
elements and X and K(t) are matrices of size N2s ×
N2s , and ρ˙s(t) =
d
dtρs(t). The static matrix Xmn =
i
~Trs
{
Aˆ†mLsAˆn
}
ensures that the GQME exactly recov-
ers the free subsystem evolution when the memory kernel,
K(t), is zero, i.e. when the subsystem and bath do not
interact. The memory kernel, which encodes the effect of
the bath on the subsystem dynamics, can be constructed
using correlation functions in the full system and bath
Hilbert space. Using the Dyson decomposition of the
propagator37 one obtains,18,23
K(t) = K1(t)− i
∫ t
0
dτ K3(t− τ)K(τ). (6)
3Here K3 and K1 are auxiliary kernels, which can be ob-
tained using one’s choice of dynamical method, and the
subscripts 1 and 3 are used to be consistent with earlier
work.18–23 For any system-bath coupling, K3 and K1 can
be written as linear combinations of correlation functions
of system and bath operators of the form (see Appendix
A),
K3(t) = 1~
Nsb∑
j=1
[
c(j,−)q(j,+)3 (t) + c
(j,+)q
(j,−)
3 (t)
]
, (7)
K1(t) = 1~2
Nsb∑
j,k=1
[
c(j,−)q(jk,+)1 (t)c
(k,−)
+ c(j,+)q
(jk,−)
1 (t)c
(k,−)
]
. (8)
Here, like the memory kernels, c(j,±), q(j,±)3 (t), and
q
(jk,±)
1 (t) are matrices of size N
2
s × N2s . The transfor-
mation matrices c(j,±) are time-independent and simple
to evaluate analytically, with their elements given by,
c(j,±)mn = Trs
{
Aˆ†m
[
Sˆj , Aˆn
]
±
}
, (9)
where [·, ·]− denotes the commutator and [·, ·]+ the anti-
commutator. The matrix elements of the correlation
functions q
(j,±)
3 (t) and q
(jk,±)
1 (t) are (see Appendix A)
q
(j,±)
3,mn(t) =
1
2
Tr
{[
ρˆeqb , Γˆj
]
±
Aˆ†me
iLt/~Aˆn
}
, (10)
q
(jk,±)
1,mn (t) =
1
2
Tr
{[
ρˆeqb , Γˆj
]
±
Aˆ†me
iLt/~ΓˆkAˆn
}
. (11)
Equations (7) and (8) provide a formal basis for the cal-
culation of the memory kernel, in which one obtains the
auxiliary kernels K3(t) and K1(t) by evaluating c(j,±) ex-
actly and calculating q
(j,±)
3 (t) and q
(jk,±)
1 (t) using one’s
choice of exact or approximate dynamical method. These
quantities are then used to to obtain the auxiliary kernels
K1 and K3 using Eqs.(7)–(8), and the full memory kernel
is obtained using Eq. (6) (see Appendix B) In Sec. II A,
we use these expressions to analyze the scaling with the
number of subsystem states.
A. Scaling of the MF-GQME method with number of
subsystem states
In the MF-GQME method, one approximates the cor-
relation functions defined in Eqs. (10) and (11) using
MFT (see Appendix C). The memory kernel can then be
used to solve the GQME for the dynamics of the RDM,
given by Eq. (5). In practice, the computational cost of
generating the full memory kernel using Eqs. (6)–(8) and
integrating the GQME is negligible compared to the cost
of generating the MFT trajectories necessary to calculate
K3 and K1. The computational cost is therefore deter-
mined by the number of MFT trajectories required to
evaluate q
(j,±)
3 (t) and q
(jk,±)
1 (t), and how this cost scales
with the number of subsystem states.
The number of correlation functions that need to be
calculated to evaluate q
(j,±)
3 (t) and q
(jk,±)
1 (t) using Eqs.
(10) and (11) can at first appear formidable, as the in-
dices m and n in those equations each run over N2s ele-
ments. This might lead one to erroneously conclude that
the MF-GQME method scales as O(N4s ), which would
severely limit its applicability to treat problems with
many subsystem states. However, closer inspection of
these expressions in the context of MFT dynamics reveals
that one only needs to sample the distinct electronic ini-
tial conditions, labelled by the index m, to calculate all
the necessary correlation functions. This is because the
MFT trajectories generated from a given electronic initial
condition, Aˆ†m, provide the time-dependent observables
necessary to calculate all of the correlation functions cor-
responding to that initial condition. Consequently, since
only N2s electronic initial conditions need to be sampled,
only O(N2s ) quantum-classical trajectories are required.
In practice, for MFT the number of initial conditions
can be shown to be 12Ns(Ns + 1) by following the pro-
cedure outlined in Appendix D, which exploits the fact
that the correlation functions corresponding to a given
off-diagonal initial condition and its Hermitian conjugate
can be obtained from the same set of trajectories.
In general, evaluating forces dominates the overall cost,
especially in atomistic systems or systems with a large
number of bath degrees of freedom. However, the cal-
culation of the correlation functions required scales as
O(N4s ) and integration of the GQME scales as O(N6s )
which could dominate the cost for large Ns. However,
even for the systems studied here which use very simple
forms of the bath, the cost of integrating the GQME is
negligible.
An additional concern regarding the scalability of the
MF-GQME approach comes from amount of memory
required to store all elements in q
(j,±)
3,mn(t) and q
(j,±)
1,mn(t).
For instance, the number of time-dependent elements in
q
(j,±)
1,mn(t) can be calculated as the product of N
2
s initial
electronic conditions Aˆ†m, Nsb bath operators Γˆj mea-
sured at t = 0, and N2s electronic operators Aˆn(t) and
Nsb bath operators Γˆj(t) measured at finite times. This
corresponds to O(N4s × N2sb) time dependent elements
that need to be stored in memory, and hence one might
expect the amount of available memory to be a signifi-
cant limitation. In practice, however, this problem can
be easily circumvented because q
(j,±)
3 (t) and q
(jk,±)
1 (t)
do not themselves need to be stored in memory. Instead,
one can evaluate their contributions to K3(t) and K1(t)
on the fly using Eqs. (7) and (8), so that only K3(t) and
K1(t) need to be stored. In addition, because not all
of the matrix elements are independent, there are only
1
2N
2
s (N
2
s + 1) unique elements in each, with the remain-
der being complex conjugates of these elements.18 The
amount of memory required to store the kernels is there-
fore proportional to N2s (N
2
s + 1) × Nsteps where Nsteps
4is the number of timesteps before the kernel decays. In
practice, when the memory kernel decays quickly to zero
Nsteps is a small number, meaning that negligible storage
is required.
B. Accelerating convergence of the GQME using selective
sampling of kernel matrix elements
Once the memory kernel has been calculated, solving
the GQME, Eq. (5), provides access to the subsystem
dynamics for any factorizable initial condition of the sub-
system RDM. However, in many cases one is only inter-
ested in a particular initial condition, or a set of them.
For example, one may be interested in the relaxation dy-
namics resulting from the initial excitation of a particular
chromophore in a molecular system consisting of multiple
chromophores. Here it is important to make a distinction
between the initial condition of interest at the RDM level,
and the electronic initial conditions that need to be sam-
pled in the MFT calculation of the memory kernel. At the
memory kernel level, all separable initial conditions (e.g.,
initial excitation of each chromophore and coherence be-
tween chromophores) need to be sampled to construct
the full memory kernel. It is this complete sampling of
the initial conditions at the memory kernel level that en-
sures that one can use Eq. (5) to propagate the RDM
dynamics from any separable initial condition.
However, as in the case mentioned above, suppose that
one is only interested in propagating the RDM starting
from one particular initial condition (or a small subset
of initial conditions) in a system with a large number of
subsystem states. In this case, there may be many path-
ways that do not play a role in the relaxation dynamics
from the RDM initial condition of interest. Hence, it
is clearly unnecessary to have accurate knowledge of the
memory kernel elements that describe these unimportant
relaxation pathways.
One can exploit this realization by focusing resources
into converging the elements of the memory kernel that
are most important to describe the relaxation process of
interest. When the memory kernel elements are gener-
ated using MFT, this corresponds to identifying and se-
lectively converging the most important correlation func-
tions from the sets {q(j,±)3 (t)} and {q(jk,±)1 (t)} (defined in
Eqs. (10) and (11)), which give rise to the memory ker-
nel. As such, here we present an algorithm that allows
one to use fewer trajectories to generate the less impor-
tant correlation functions while minimizing the resulting
loss in accuracy for the RDM.
Any algorithm that allows for the selective convergence
of the memory kernel elements should satisfy certain re-
quirements. In particular, after specifying the RDM-level
initial condition that one wishes to propagate, the al-
gorithm should provide a prescription for apportioning
a fixed total number of quantum-classical trajectories,
Ntot, among the different initial conditions that need to
be sampled at the the memory kernel level. Specifically,
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Initialize
K(⌧) = 0
<latexit sha1_base64="naXD fle1Q3YQ2YpSYnPLP8TK1Gs=">AAACF3icbVBNS8NAEN3Urxq/ qh69LFZBQUrSi16EghfFSwWrQhPKZDutSzebsLsRaui/8OJf8e JBEa9689+4rTn49WDg8d4MM/OiVHBtPO/DKU1Nz8zOlefdhcWl 5ZXK6tqFTjLFsMUSkairCDQKLrFluBF4lSqEOBJ4GQ2Oxv7lDS rNE3luhimGMfQl73EGxkqdSi1gKA0qLvvuieSGg+C3SIPA3Qpi MNcMRH462gkMZLuH3lanUvVq3gT0L/ELUiUFmp3Ke9BNWBbbJU yA1m3fS02YgzKcCRy5QaYxBTaAPrYtlRCjDvPJXyO6bZUu7SXK ljR0on6fyCHWehhHtnN8q/7tjcX/vHZmegdhzmWaGZTsa1EvE9 QkdBwS7XKFzIihJcCUTYVRdg0KmE1KuzYE//fLf8lFveZ7Nf+s Xm3sFXGUyQbZJDvEJ/ukQY5Jk7QII3fkgTyRZ+feeXRenNev1p JTzKyTH3DePgFHeJ6d</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="naXD fle1Q3YQ2YpSYnPLP8TK1Gs=">AAACF3icbVBNS8NAEN3Urxq/ qh69LFZBQUrSi16EghfFSwWrQhPKZDutSzebsLsRaui/8OJf8e JBEa9689+4rTn49WDg8d4MM/OiVHBtPO/DKU1Nz8zOlefdhcWl 5ZXK6tqFTjLFsMUSkairCDQKLrFluBF4lSqEOBJ4GQ2Oxv7lDS rNE3luhimGMfQl73EGxkqdSi1gKA0qLvvuieSGg+C3SIPA3Qpi MNcMRH462gkMZLuH3lanUvVq3gT0L/ELUiUFmp3Ke9BNWBbbJU yA1m3fS02YgzKcCRy5QaYxBTaAPrYtlRCjDvPJXyO6bZUu7SXK ljR0on6fyCHWehhHtnN8q/7tjcX/vHZmegdhzmWaGZTsa1EvE9 QkdBwS7XKFzIihJcCUTYVRdg0KmE1KuzYE//fLf8lFveZ7Nf+s Xm3sFXGUyQbZJDvEJ/ukQY5Jk7QII3fkgTyRZ+feeXRenNev1p JTzKyTH3DePgFHeJ6d</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="naXD fle1Q3YQ2YpSYnPLP8TK1Gs=">AAACF3icbVBNS8NAEN3Urxq/ qh69LFZBQUrSi16EghfFSwWrQhPKZDutSzebsLsRaui/8OJf8e JBEa9689+4rTn49WDg8d4MM/OiVHBtPO/DKU1Nz8zOlefdhcWl 5ZXK6tqFTjLFsMUSkairCDQKLrFluBF4lSqEOBJ4GQ2Oxv7lDS rNE3luhimGMfQl73EGxkqdSi1gKA0qLvvuieSGg+C3SIPA3Qpi MNcMRH462gkMZLuH3lanUvVq3gT0L/ELUiUFmp3Ke9BNWBbbJU yA1m3fS02YgzKcCRy5QaYxBTaAPrYtlRCjDvPJXyO6bZUu7SXK ljR0on6fyCHWehhHtnN8q/7tjcX/vHZmegdhzmWaGZTsa1EvE9 QkdBwS7XKFzIihJcCUTYVRdg0KmE1KuzYE//fLf8lFveZ7Nf+s Xm3sFXGUyQbZJDvEJ/ukQY5Jk7QII3fkgTyRZ+feeXRenNev1p JTzKyTH3DePgFHeJ6d</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="naXD fle1Q3YQ2YpSYnPLP8TK1Gs=">AAACF3icbVBNS8NAEN3Urxq/ qh69LFZBQUrSi16EghfFSwWrQhPKZDutSzebsLsRaui/8OJf8e JBEa9689+4rTn49WDg8d4MM/OiVHBtPO/DKU1Nz8zOlefdhcWl 5ZXK6tqFTjLFsMUSkairCDQKLrFluBF4lSqEOBJ4GQ2Oxv7lDS rNE3luhimGMfQl73EGxkqdSi1gKA0qLvvuieSGg+C3SIPA3Qpi MNcMRH462gkMZLuH3lanUvVq3gT0L/ELUiUFmp3Ke9BNWBbbJU yA1m3fS02YgzKcCRy5QaYxBTaAPrYtlRCjDvPJXyO6bZUu7SXK ljR0on6fyCHWehhHtnN8q/7tjcX/vHZmegdhzmWaGZTsa1EvE9 QkdBwS7XKFzIihJcCUTYVRdg0KmE1KuzYE//fLf8lFveZ7Nf+s Xm3sFXGUyQbZJDvEJ/ukQY5Jk7QII3fkgTyRZ+feeXRenNev1p JTzKyTH3DePgFHeJ6d</latexit>
Calculate
weights
<latexit sha1_base64="jpp+ 77N7/R5rR76dBCXMVokW9nk=">AAACCHicbVC7TsMwFHXKq4RX gJEBiwqJAVVJFxgrdWEsEn1ITVQ57k1r1XEi2wFVUUcWfoWFAY RY+QQ2/ga3zQAtR7rS0Tn32veeMOVMadf9tkpr6xubW+Vte2d3 b//AOTxqqySTFFo04YnshkQBZwJammkO3VQCiUMOnXDcmPmde5 CKJeJOT1IIYjIULGKUaCP1nVOfgtAgmRjaDcJpxokG7Pv2A7Dh SKu+U3Gr7hx4lXgFqaACzb7z5Q8SmsXmVcqJUj3PTXWQE6kZ5T C1/UxBSuiYDKFnqCAxqCCfHzLF50YZ4CiRpoTGc/X3RE5ipSZx aDpjokdq2ZuJ/3m9TEfXQc5EmmkQdPFRlHGsEzxLBQ+YBKr5xB BCJTO7YjoiklATjbJNCN7yyaukXat6btW7rVXql0UcZXSCztAF 8tAVqqMb1EQtRNEjekav6M16sl6sd+tj0Vqyiplj9AfW5w8ur5 lZ</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="jpp+ 77N7/R5rR76dBCXMVokW9nk=">AAACCHicbVC7TsMwFHXKq4RX gJEBiwqJAVVJFxgrdWEsEn1ITVQ57k1r1XEi2wFVUUcWfoWFAY RY+QQ2/ga3zQAtR7rS0Tn32veeMOVMadf9tkpr6xubW+Vte2d3 b//AOTxqqySTFFo04YnshkQBZwJammkO3VQCiUMOnXDcmPmde5 CKJeJOT1IIYjIULGKUaCP1nVOfgtAgmRjaDcJpxokG7Pv2A7Dh SKu+U3Gr7hx4lXgFqaACzb7z5Q8SmsXmVcqJUj3PTXWQE6kZ5T C1/UxBSuiYDKFnqCAxqCCfHzLF50YZ4CiRpoTGc/X3RE5ipSZx aDpjokdq2ZuJ/3m9TEfXQc5EmmkQdPFRlHGsEzxLBQ+YBKr5xB BCJTO7YjoiklATjbJNCN7yyaukXat6btW7rVXql0UcZXSCztAF 8tAVqqMb1EQtRNEjekav6M16sl6sd+tj0Vqyiplj9AfW5w8ur5 lZ</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="jpp+ 77N7/R5rR76dBCXMVokW9nk=">AAACCHicbVC7TsMwFHXKq4RX gJEBiwqJAVVJFxgrdWEsEn1ITVQ57k1r1XEi2wFVUUcWfoWFAY RY+QQ2/ga3zQAtR7rS0Tn32veeMOVMadf9tkpr6xubW+Vte2d3 b//AOTxqqySTFFo04YnshkQBZwJammkO3VQCiUMOnXDcmPmde5 CKJeJOT1IIYjIULGKUaCP1nVOfgtAgmRjaDcJpxokG7Pv2A7Dh SKu+U3Gr7hx4lXgFqaACzb7z5Q8SmsXmVcqJUj3PTXWQE6kZ5T C1/UxBSuiYDKFnqCAxqCCfHzLF50YZ4CiRpoTGc/X3RE5ipSZx aDpjokdq2ZuJ/3m9TEfXQc5EmmkQdPFRlHGsEzxLBQ+YBKr5xB BCJTO7YjoiklATjbJNCN7yyaukXat6btW7rVXql0UcZXSCztAF 8tAVqqMb1EQtRNEjekav6M16sl6sd+tj0Vqyiplj9AfW5w8ur5 lZ</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="jpp+ 77N7/R5rR76dBCXMVokW9nk=">AAACCHicbVC7TsMwFHXKq4RX gJEBiwqJAVVJFxgrdWEsEn1ITVQ57k1r1XEi2wFVUUcWfoWFAY RY+QQ2/ga3zQAtR7rS0Tn32veeMOVMadf9tkpr6xubW+Vte2d3 b//AOTxqqySTFFo04YnshkQBZwJammkO3VQCiUMOnXDcmPmde5 CKJeJOT1IIYjIULGKUaCP1nVOfgtAgmRjaDcJpxokG7Pv2A7Dh SKu+U3Gr7hx4lXgFqaACzb7z5Q8SmsXmVcqJUj3PTXWQE6kZ5T C1/UxBSuiYDKFnqCAxqCCfHzLF50YZ4CiRpoTGc/X3RE5ipSZx aDpjokdq2ZuJ/3m9TEfXQc5EmmkQdPFRlHGsEzxLBQ+YBKr5xB BCJTO7YjoiklATjbJNCN7yyaukXat6btW7rVXql0UcZXSCztAF 8tAVqqMb1EQtRNEjekav6M16sl6sd+tj0Vqyiplj9AfW5w8ur5 lZ</latexit>
Run
trajectories
<latexit sha1_base64="kfTZ EEoJl27pT6HrSpnHpi/nv5A=">AAACB3icbVC7TsMwFHXKq4RX gBEJWVRIDKhKusBYiYWxIPqQmqhy3JvW1HEi20Gqom4s/AoLAw ix8gts/A1umwFajmTp6Jx7bZ8Tppwp7brfVmlldW19o7xpb23v 7O45+wctlWSSQpMmPJGdkCjgTEBTM82hk0ogccihHY6upn77Aa RiibjT4xSCmAwEixgl2kg959inIDRIJgb2bSaw79taknugOpEM VM+puFV3BrxMvIJUUIFGz/ny+wnNYnMp5USpruemOsiJ1IxymN h+piAldEQG0DVUkBhUkM9yTPCpUfo4SqQ5QuOZ+nsjJ7FS4zg0 kzHRQ7XoTcX/vG6mo8sgZyLNNAg6fyjKONYJnpaC+0yaxHxsCK GSmb9iOiSSUNOMsk0J3mLkZdKqVT236t3UKvXzoo4yOkIn6Ax5 6ALV0TVqoCai6BE9o1f0Zj1ZL9a79TEfLVnFziH6A+vzB5PKmQ o=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="kfTZ EEoJl27pT6HrSpnHpi/nv5A=">AAACB3icbVC7TsMwFHXKq4RX gBEJWVRIDKhKusBYiYWxIPqQmqhy3JvW1HEi20Gqom4s/AoLAw ix8gts/A1umwFajmTp6Jx7bZ8Tppwp7brfVmlldW19o7xpb23v 7O45+wctlWSSQpMmPJGdkCjgTEBTM82hk0ogccihHY6upn77Aa RiibjT4xSCmAwEixgl2kg959inIDRIJgb2bSaw79taknugOpEM VM+puFV3BrxMvIJUUIFGz/ny+wnNYnMp5USpruemOsiJ1IxymN h+piAldEQG0DVUkBhUkM9yTPCpUfo4SqQ5QuOZ+nsjJ7FS4zg0 kzHRQ7XoTcX/vG6mo8sgZyLNNAg6fyjKONYJnpaC+0yaxHxsCK GSmb9iOiSSUNOMsk0J3mLkZdKqVT236t3UKvXzoo4yOkIn6Ax5 6ALV0TVqoCai6BE9o1f0Zj1ZL9a79TEfLVnFziH6A+vzB5PKmQ o=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="kfTZ EEoJl27pT6HrSpnHpi/nv5A=">AAACB3icbVC7TsMwFHXKq4RX gBEJWVRIDKhKusBYiYWxIPqQmqhy3JvW1HEi20Gqom4s/AoLAw ix8gts/A1umwFajmTp6Jx7bZ8Tppwp7brfVmlldW19o7xpb23v 7O45+wctlWSSQpMmPJGdkCjgTEBTM82hk0ogccihHY6upn77Aa RiibjT4xSCmAwEixgl2kg959inIDRIJgb2bSaw79taknugOpEM VM+puFV3BrxMvIJUUIFGz/ny+wnNYnMp5USpruemOsiJ1IxymN h+piAldEQG0DVUkBhUkM9yTPCpUfo4SqQ5QuOZ+nsjJ7FS4zg0 kzHRQ7XoTcX/vG6mo8sgZyLNNAg6fyjKONYJnpaC+0yaxHxsCK GSmb9iOiSSUNOMsk0J3mLkZdKqVT236t3UKvXzoo4yOkIn6Ax5 6ALV0TVqoCai6BE9o1f0Zj1ZL9a79TEfLVnFziH6A+vzB5PKmQ o=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="kfTZ EEoJl27pT6HrSpnHpi/nv5A=">AAACB3icbVC7TsMwFHXKq4RX gBEJWVRIDKhKusBYiYWxIPqQmqhy3JvW1HEi20Gqom4s/AoLAw ix8gts/A1umwFajmTp6Jx7bZ8Tppwp7brfVmlldW19o7xpb23v 7O45+wctlWSSQpMmPJGdkCjgTEBTM82hk0ogccihHY6upn77Aa RiibjT4xSCmAwEixgl2kg959inIDRIJgb2bSaw79taknugOpEM VM+puFV3BrxMvIJUUIFGz/ny+wnNYnMp5USpruemOsiJ1IxymN h+piAldEQG0DVUkBhUkM9yTPCpUfo4SqQ5QuOZ+nsjJ7FS4zg0 kzHRQ7XoTcX/vG6mo8sgZyLNNAg6fyjKONYJnpaC+0yaxHxsCK GSmb9iOiSSUNOMsk0J3mLkZdKqVT236t3UKvXzoo4yOkIn6Ax5 6ALV0TVqoCai6BE9o1f0Zj1ZL9a79TEfLVnFziH6A+vzB5PKmQ o=</latexit>
Yes
<latexit sha1_base64="OyeFnP83uQmoV2em2HE+IK3jqq8=">AAAB83icbVDLSgMxFL3js46vqks3wSK4KjNudCMW3bisYB/SGUomzbShSWZIMkIZCn6FGxeKuPU73 Lvzb8y0XWjrgcDhnHu5JydKOdPG876dpeWV1bX10oa7ubW9s1ve22/qJFOENkjCE9WOsKacSdowzHDaThXFIuK0FQ2vC7/1QJVmibwzo5SGAvclixnBxkpBILAZKJHfUz3ulite1ZsALRJ/RiqXn+7FIwDUu+WvoJeQTFBpCMdad3wvNWGOlWGE07EbZJqmmAxxn3YslVhQHeaTzGN0bJUeihNlnzRoov7eyLHQeiQiO1lk1PNeIf7ndTITn4c5k 2lmqCTTQ3HGkUlQUQDqMUWJ4SNLMFHMZkVkgBUmxtbk2hL8+S8vkuZp1feq/q1XqV3BFCU4hCM4AR/OoAY3UIcGEEjhCV7g1cmcZ+fNeZ+OLjmznQP4A+fjB/lik8k=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="J4mak8wl68bosFpZu9dUMut8M3k=">AAAB83icbVDLSgMxFL1TX3V8VV26CRbBVZlxoxux6MZlBfuQdiiZNNOGJjMhyQhl6G+4caGoW7/Dv Rvxb8y0XWjrgcDhnHu5JyeUnGnjed9OYWl5ZXWtuO5ubG5t75R29xo6SRWhdZLwRLVCrClnMa0bZjhtSUWxCDlthsOr3G/eU6VZEt+akaSBwP2YRYxgY6VOR2AzUCK7o3rcLZW9ijcBWiT+jJQvPtxz+frl1rqlz04vIamgsSEca932PWmCDCvDCKdjt5NqKjEZ4j5tWxpjQXWQTTKP0ZFVeihKlH2xQRP190aGhdYjEdrJPKOe93LxP6+dmugsy FgsU0NjMj0UpRyZBOUFoB5TlBg+sgQTxWxWRAZYYWJsTa4twZ//8iJpnFR8r+LfeOXqJUxRhAM4hGPw4RSqcA01qAMBCQ/wBM9O6jw6L87bdLTgzHb24Q+c9x/q8ZU9</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="J4mak8wl68bosFpZu9dUMut8M3k=">AAAB83icbVDLSgMxFL1TX3V8VV26CRbBVZlxoxux6MZlBfuQdiiZNNOGJjMhyQhl6G+4caGoW7/Dv Rvxb8y0XWjrgcDhnHu5JyeUnGnjed9OYWl5ZXWtuO5ubG5t75R29xo6SRWhdZLwRLVCrClnMa0bZjhtSUWxCDlthsOr3G/eU6VZEt+akaSBwP2YRYxgY6VOR2AzUCK7o3rcLZW9ijcBWiT+jJQvPtxz+frl1rqlz04vIamgsSEca932PWmCDCvDCKdjt5NqKjEZ4j5tWxpjQXWQTTKP0ZFVeihKlH2xQRP190aGhdYjEdrJPKOe93LxP6+dmugsy FgsU0NjMj0UpRyZBOUFoB5TlBg+sgQTxWxWRAZYYWJsTa4twZ//8iJpnFR8r+LfeOXqJUxRhAM4hGPw4RSqcA01qAMBCQ/wBM9O6jw6L87bdLTgzHb24Q+c9x/q8ZU9</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="u3I48wBtmimY30DarHrOWHldca4=">AAAB83icbVBNS8NAFHypX7V+VT16WSyCp5J40WPRi8cKtlWaUDbbl3bpbhJ2N0IJ/RtePCji1T/jz X/jps1BWwcWhpn3eLMTpoJr47rfTmVtfWNzq7pd29nd2z+oHx51dZIphh2WiEQ9hFSj4DF2DDcCH1KFVIYCe+HkpvB7T6g0T+J7M00xkHQU84gzaqzk+5KasZL5I+rZoN5wm+4cZJV4JWlAifag/uUPE5ZJjA0TVOu+56YmyKkynAmc1fxMY0rZhI6wb2lMJeogn2eekTOrDEmUKPtiQ+bq742cSq2nMrSTRUa97BXif14/M9FVkPM4zQzGbHEoy gQxCSkKIEOukBkxtYQyxW1WwsZUUWZsTTVbgrf85VXSvWh6btO7cxut67KOKpzAKZyDB5fQgltoQwcYpPAMr/DmZM6L8+58LEYrTrlzDH/gfP4AiiqR/A==</latexit>
Done
<latexit sha1_base64="2h6oF3Oa9ImKg/WTdHG+RJkKYaU=">AAAB9Hi cbVC7SgNBFL3rM66vqKXNYhCswq6NNmJQC8sI5gHJEmYns8mQeawzs4GwBPwLGwtFbP0Nezv/xtkkhSYeGDiccy/3zIkSRrXx/W9naXlldW29sOFubm3v7 Bb39utapgqTGpZMqmaENGFUkJqhhpFmogjiESONaHCd+40hUZpKcW9GCQk56gkaU4yMlcI2R6aveHYjBRl3iiW/7E/gLZJgRkqXn+7FIwBUO8WvdlfilBN hMENatwI/MWGGlKGYkbHbTjVJEB6gHmlZKhAnOswmocfesVW6XiyVfcJ4E/X3Roa41iMe2ck8pJ73cvE/r5Wa+DzMqEhSQwSeHopT5hnp5Q14XaoINmxkC cKK2qwe7iOFsLE9ubaEYP7Li6R+Wg78cnDnlypXMEUBDuEITiCAM6jALVShBhge4Ale4NUZOs/Om/M+HV1yZjsH8AfOxw+j9ZQo</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="k0AcL/Odyuqh1A95eVgtcCX+wtg=">AAAB9Hi cbVDLSgMxFM3UVx1fVZdugkVwVWbc6EYs6sJlBfuAdiiZ9E4bmmTGJFMoQ7/DjQuluPU33LsR/8b0sdDWA4HDOfdyT06YcKaN5307uZXVtfWN/Ka7tb2zu 1fYP6jpOFUUqjTmsWqERANnEqqGGQ6NRAERIYd62L+Z+PUBKM1i+WCGCQSCdCWLGCXGSkFLENNTIruNJYzahaJX8qbAy8Sfk+LVh3uZjL/cSrvw2erENBU gDeVE66bvJSbIiDKMchi5rVRDQmifdKFpqSQCdJBNQ4/wiVU6OIqVfdLgqfp7IyNC66EI7eQkpF70JuJ/XjM10UWQMZmkBiSdHYpSjk2MJw3gDlNADR9aQ qhiNiumPaIINbYn15bgL355mdTOSr5X8u+9YvkazZBHR+gYnSIfnaMyukMVVEUUPaIn9IJenYHz7Iydt9lozpnvHKI/cN5/AJWElZw=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="k0AcL/Odyuqh1A95eVgtcCX+wtg=">AAAB9Hi cbVDLSgMxFM3UVx1fVZdugkVwVWbc6EYs6sJlBfuAdiiZ9E4bmmTGJFMoQ7/DjQuluPU33LsR/8b0sdDWA4HDOfdyT06YcKaN5307uZXVtfWN/Ka7tb2zu 1fYP6jpOFUUqjTmsWqERANnEqqGGQ6NRAERIYd62L+Z+PUBKM1i+WCGCQSCdCWLGCXGSkFLENNTIruNJYzahaJX8qbAy8Sfk+LVh3uZjL/cSrvw2erENBU gDeVE66bvJSbIiDKMchi5rVRDQmifdKFpqSQCdJBNQ4/wiVU6OIqVfdLgqfp7IyNC66EI7eQkpF70JuJ/XjM10UWQMZmkBiSdHYpSjk2MJw3gDlNADR9aQ qhiNiumPaIINbYn15bgL355mdTOSr5X8u+9YvkazZBHR+gYnSIfnaMyukMVVEUUPaIn9IJenYHz7Iydt9lozpnvHKI/cN5/AJWElZw=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="QkfOC849DxhxnpoJNxGPdCvgXhg=">AAAB9Hi cbVC7SgNBFJ31GeMramkzGASrsGujZVALywjmAckSZid3kyHzWGdmA2HJd9hYKGLrx9j5N84mW2jigYHDOfdyz5wo4cxY3//21tY3Nre2Szvl3b39g8PK0 XHLqFRTaFLFle5ExABnEpqWWQ6dRAMREYd2NL7N/fYEtGFKPtppAqEgQ8liRol1UtgTxI60yO6UhFm/UvVr/hx4lQQFqaICjX7lqzdQNBUgLeXEmG7gJzb MiLaMcpiVe6mBhNAxGULXUUkEmDCbh57hc6cMcKy0e9Liufp7IyPCmKmI3GQe0ix7ufif101tfB1mTCapBUkXh+KUY6tw3gAeMA3U8qkjhGrmsmI6IppQ6 3oquxKC5S+vktZlLfBrwYNfrd8UdZTQKTpDFyhAV6iO7lEDNRFFT+gZvaI3b+K9eO/ex2J0zSt2TtAfeJ8/NL2SWw==</latexit>
No
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max iterations
<latexit sha1_base64="3d85yjx0Mk5To3ApdqIg0hHv3KM=">AAACAXicbV BNS8NAEJ34WeNX1IvgZbEInkriRS9i0YvHCvYD2lI22027dDcJuxuxhBbBv+LFgyJe/QHevflv3KQ9aOuDgcd7M8zM82POlHbdb2thcWl5ZbWwZq9vbG5tOzu7 NRUlktAqiXgkGz5WlLOQVjXTnDZiSbHwOa37g6vMr99RqVgU3uphTNsC90IWMIK1kTrOfktg3ZciFfh+jJimMjfUqOMU3ZKbA80Tb0qKF5/2+QMAVDrOV6sbkU TQUBOOlWp6bqzbKZaaEU5HditRNMZkgHu0aWiIBVXtNP9ghI6M0kVBJE2FGuXq74kUC6WGwjed2b1q1svE/7xmooOzdsrCONE0JJNFQcKRjlAWB+oySYnmQ0Mw kczcikgfS0xMEso2IXizL8+T2knJc0vejVssX8IEBTiAQzgGD06hDNdQgSoQGMMTvMCr9Wg9W2/W+6R1wZrO7MEfWB8/COqZZw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ML5YM4eVMTZtoK2UJY46XXTllEk=">AAACAXicbV DLSsNAFJ3UV42vqBvBzWARXJXEjW7EohuXFewD2lAm00k7dGYSZiZiCe3GT9GNC0Xc+gHu3Yh/4yTtQlsPXDiccy/33hPEjCrtut9WYWFxaXmluGqvrW9sbjnb O3UVJRKTGo5YJJsBUoRRQWqaakaasSSIB4w0gsFl5jduiVQ0Ejd6GBOfo56gIcVIG6nj7LU50n3JU47uxpBqInNDjTpOyS27OeA88aakdP5hn8UPX3a143y2ux FOOBEaM6RUy3Nj7adIaooZGdntRJEY4QHqkZahAnGi/DT/YAQPjdKFYSRNCQ1z9fdEirhSQx6YzuxeNetl4n9eK9HhqZ9SESeaCDxZFCYM6ghmccAulQRrNjQE YUnNrRD3kUTYJKFsE4I3+/I8qR+XPbfsXbulygWYoAj2wQE4Ah44ARVwBaqgBjAYg0fwDF6se+vJerXeJq0FazqzC/7Aev8B+mqa2w==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ML5YM4eVMTZtoK2UJY46XXTllEk=">AAACAXicbV DLSsNAFJ3UV42vqBvBzWARXJXEjW7EohuXFewD2lAm00k7dGYSZiZiCe3GT9GNC0Xc+gHu3Yh/4yTtQlsPXDiccy/33hPEjCrtut9WYWFxaXmluGqvrW9sbjnb O3UVJRKTGo5YJJsBUoRRQWqaakaasSSIB4w0gsFl5jduiVQ0Ejd6GBOfo56gIcVIG6nj7LU50n3JU47uxpBqInNDjTpOyS27OeA88aakdP5hn8UPX3a143y2ux FOOBEaM6RUy3Nj7adIaooZGdntRJEY4QHqkZahAnGi/DT/YAQPjdKFYSRNCQ1z9fdEirhSQx6YzuxeNetl4n9eK9HhqZ9SESeaCDxZFCYM6ghmccAulQRrNjQE YUnNrRD3kUTYJKFsE4I3+/I8qR+XPbfsXbulygWYoAj2wQE4Ah44ARVwBaqgBjAYg0fwDF6se+vJerXeJq0FazqzC/7Aev8B+mqa2w==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="4Ey2wWTwTZo/swYuo/KE3EZ6vAU=">AAACAXicbV A9SwNBEN3zM8avUxvBZjEIVuHORsugjWUE8wHJEfY2c8mS3b1jd08MR9L4V2wsFLH1X9j5b9xcrtDEBwOP92aYmRcmnGnjed/Oyura+sZmaau8vbO7t+8eHDZ1 nCoKDRrzWLVDooEzCQ3DDId2ooCIkEMrHN3M/NYDKM1ieW/GCQSCDCSLGCXGSj33uCuIGSqRCfI4xcyAyg096bkVr+rlwMvEL0gFFaj33K9uP6apAGkoJ1p3fC 8xQUaUYZTDpNxNNSSEjsgAOpZKIkAHWf7BBJ9ZpY+jWNmSBufq74mMCK3HIrSds3v1ojcT//M6qYmugozJJDUg6XxRlHJsYjyLA/eZAmr42BJCFbO3YjokilCb hC7bEPzFl5dJ86Lqe1X/zqvUros4SugEnaJz5KNLVEO3qI4aiKIpekav6M15cl6cd+dj3rriFDNH6A+czx+Zo5ea</latexit>
reached?
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Converged or
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FIG. 1. Overview of an iterative approach to identifying and
selectively converging the memory kernel given an initial state
or states of interest.
the algorithm should provide a set of normalized weights,
{w}, that determine the portion of trajectories wmNtot
assigned to a given memory kernel level initial condition,
A†m. These weights should be chosen such that, when
the time-evolved RDM is propagated from the specified
initial condition, the error that arises from the statistical
error in the memory kernel is minimized. In addition,
the calculation of these weights should take into account
two important observations. First, correlation functions
with certain memory kernel-level initial conditions may
contribute more to the relevant relaxation pathways than
others. Second, correlation functions arising from differ-
ent memory kernel-level initial conditions may require
different numbers of trajectories to achieve reasonable
levels of convergence.
To calculate the optimal weights, some knowledge of
the relaxation pathway and current level of convergence
of the memory kernel is crucial. Here we suggest an it-
erative approach, where increasingly improved estimates
for the memory kernel and the RDM dynamics are used
to re-compute the weights at each iteration. An overview
of the algorithm is shown in Fig. 1. We note that while
here we present one particular form for the weights, the
approach used here is general and does not depend on
this particular choice.
To provide a form for the weights, wm, we consider
how a given realization of the RDM dynamics, which we
call the trial RDM dynamics, deviates from its converged
form, δρs(t) = ρ
conv
s (t)− ρs(t). Although in practice one
does not know the converged dynamics ρconvs (t), consider-
ing how an unconverged dynamics may deviate from its
5converged form will allow us to elucidate how the con-
vergence of the dynamics can be accelerated via selective
sampling. Our goal is to reduce the absolute value of this
difference from the converged dynamics for a given num-
ber of trajectories, Ntot. Because the dynamics ρs(t),
arise from integrating Eq. (5), one can minimize the ab-
solute difference between the time-derivative of the trial
RDM and its converged form, δρs(t) = ρ
conv
s (t) − ρs(t).
Because this error metric is time dependent and different
for each element of the density, it is convenient to con-
sider the mean absolute deviation, which is the absolute
value of δρs(t), averaged over time and elements of the
density matrix:
〈 |δρs| 〉 = 1
tmaxN2s
N2s∑
n=1
∫ tmax
0
dτ | [δρs(τ)]n | , (12)
where tmax is the maximum time that is of interest of
the dynamics.
Because there is no error in the initial condition, (i.e.,
δρs(0) = 0), one can minimize the error at subsequent
times by minimizing the error in the time-derivative of
the RDM, δρ˙s(t) = ρ˙
conv
s (t)− ρ˙s(t) = ddtδρs(t). Again it
is convenient to consider the mean absolute deviation in
this quantity, which is:
〈 |δρ˙s| 〉 = 1
tmaxN2s
N2s∑
n=1
∫ tmax
0
dτ | [δρ˙s(τ)]n | , (13)
An approximate upper bound of this quantity is (see
Appendix E),
|δρ˙s(t)| . 1
tmax
∑
m
∫ tmax
0
dt [(t)]m (14)
where the index m runs over all initial conditions. The
selective sampling error metric (see also Appendix E), is
approximately proportional to the error in the dynamics
at time t that arises from finite sampling of correlation
functions with initial condition m. For the models con-
sidered here, this quantity is:
[(t)]m =
1√
Nm
∫ t
0
dt′
N2s∑
β=1
∣∣∣∣[ρs(t− t′)]m∣∣∣∣ [σK1(t′)]mβ ,
(15)
where Nm is the number of trajectories that have been
run in all previous iterations of the algorithm with
memory kernel level initial condition m. The quantity
[σK1(t)]mβ is given by Eq. (E10) in Appendix E.
Motivated by the above considerations, the computed
weights in our algorithm depend on ρs(t), as well as
the statistical error of the correlation functions that con-
tribute to a specific elements of the memory kernel. By
distributing Ntot trajectories over nstep steps in incre-
ments of ∆N = Ntot/nstep to different GQME-level ini-
tial conditions, we refine our estimate for these weights
iteratively at each step, as described below. We repeat
this procedure either until the RDM converges to a de-
sired threshold or until Ntot trajectories have been run.
Using the definitions provided above, we define the un-
normalized weight, am, as
am =
∫ tmax
0
[(t)]m, (16)
The normalized weight wm is then
wm =
am∑
k ak
. (17)
Using these weights, we then apportion trajectories to
each memory kernel level initial condition Aˆ†m in the sub-
sequent cycle so that,
N (j)m = wm × j ×∆N. (18)
where j is the index of the current iteration of the algo-
rithm (for example, in the first iteration of the algorithm
j = 1). N
(j)
m is therefore the number of trajectories that
have been assigned to initial condition m at step j. The
algorithm can be summarized as follows:
1. Initialize the algorithm by setting K(t) = 0 and
[σK1 ]mβ = 1.
2. Use K(t) to intergrate the GQME (Eq. (5)) for
some time range tmax, yielding ρs(t)
3. Use the current guess for K(t) and ρs(t) to compute
the weights, wm, corresponding to a given memory
kernel-level initial condition Aˆ†m using Eqs. (15)–
(17).
4. Distribute a number of MFT trajectories, ∆N ,
among all memory kernel-level initial conditions ac-
cording to Eq. (18).
5. Using the correlation functions q
(j,±)
3 (t) and
q
(jk,±)
1 (t) obtained from all MFT trajectories that
have been run so far, rebuild K(t) using Eqs. (6)–
(11).
6. Calculate σK1(t) using the standard deviations in
the correlation functions q
(jk,±)
1 (t) (see Appendix
E).
7. Calculate the mean absolute deviation between the
previous and the current iteration of ρs(t). If the
maximum number of trajectories, Ntot is exceeded,
or if the mean absolute deviation falls below the
predetermined threshold, stop. Otherwise, return
to step 2.
A plot of the number of trajectories assigned to each
initial condition for the LHCII model discussed in Section
IV is available in the SI.
6III. SIMULATION DETAILS
A. Hamiltonian
Here, we apply MF-GQME to the Frenkel exciton
Hamiltonian.32,33 This model Hamiltonian forms the ba-
sis of many studies of electronic energy transfer in pho-
tosynthetic light harvesting systems.38,39 In addition to
providing physical insight into these systems, the Frenkel
exciton model’s simplicity, i.e., its bilinear coupling to
harmonic baths, allows for exact results to be calculated
using, for example, the hierarchical equations of motion
(HEOM) approach.40 Although GQMEs, and in partic-
ular MF-GQME, are not limited to any specific form of
the Hamiltonian, the availability of exact results for this
model system allows us to benchmark the accuracy and
efficiency of MF-GQME for multi-state problems. The
Frenkel exciton Hamiltonian is of the general form given
in Eq. (1), with the subsystem Hamiltonian taking the
form,
Hˆs =
N∑
k=1
E(k) |k〉 〈k|+
∑
k 6=k′
∆kk′ |k〉 〈k′| , (19)
where E(k) is the energy of diabatic state |k〉 and ∆kk′ is
the electronic coupling between states |k〉 and |k′〉. Each
diabatic state is bilinearly coupled to a bath of Nosc in-
dependent harmonic oscillators,
Hˆsb =
Ns∑
k=1
Nosc∑
j=1
cj,kRˆj,k ⊗ |k〉 〈k|
≡
Ns∑
k=1
γˆk ⊗ |k〉 〈k| ,
(20)
where j indexes the bath degrees of freedom, cj,k is the
coupling constant for a given bath oscillator, Rˆj,k is the
position operator for that oscillator, and in the final
equality we define γˆk to be the bath part of the system-
bath coupling to state |k〉. The bath therefore consists
of Ns ×Nosc independent harmonic oscillators:
Hˆb =
1
2
Ns∑
k=1
Nosc∑
j=1
[
Pˆ 2j,k + ω
2
j,kRˆ
2
j,k
]
, (21)
where Pˆj,k is the momentum operator of the bath mode,
and ωj,k is its frequency, and the Hamiltonian is given in
mass-weighted coordinates and momenta. The coupling
of each diabatic state to its local bath is characterized by
its spectral density,
Jk(ω) =
pi
2
Nosc∑
j=1
c2j,k
ωj,k
δ(ω − ωj,k). (22)
For the FMO model, it is common to assume that all
spectral densities are equivalent and take the Debye form,
J(ω) =
2λωcω
ω2c + ω
2
, (23)
where λ is the reorganization energy that defines the
strength of the system-bath coupling and ωc is the in-
verse of the characteristic timescale of the bath. For the
LHCII model, we adopt a sum of shifted Drude-Lorentz
peaks:41
J(ω) =
Npeaks∑
k=1
ωc,kλkω
ω2c,k + (ω + Ωk)
2
+
ωc,kλkω
ω2c,k + (ω − Ωk)2
(24)
where we use the parameters of Ref. 41: Npeaks =
7, ω−1c = {30, 1400, 1000, 1400, 1000, 600, 1000} fs,
λ = {130, 6, 18, 6, 16, 48, 17} cm−1 , and Ω =
{240, 297, 342, 388, 518, 745, 915} cm−1.
B. Computational Methods
For the FMO model, the spectral density was dis-
cretized with frequencies
ωj = ωc tan
[
pi
2Nosc
(
j − 1
2
)]
. (25)
For the LHCII model the spectral density was dis-
cretized by numerically solving for ωj that satisfies
j − 1
2
=
Npeaks∑
k=1
Noscλk
piλtot
[
arctan
(
ωj + Ωk
ωc,k
)
+ arctan
(
ωj − Ωk
ωc,k
)]
,
(26)
where λtot =
∑
k λk. For both Eqs. (25) and (26), ωj is
obtained by taking j = 1, 2, . . . , Nosc. For both models,
the couplings of the discrete oscillators are given by:
cj = ωj
√
2λtot
Nosc
. (27)
For Ehrenfest trajectories, the equations of motion
were solved using a split evolution method, where at each
dynamical timestep, the bath is evolved through a half
timestep of ∆t2 using mean field theory (see Appendix
C) with the velocity Verlet algorithm.42 The system was
then evolved for a full timestep ∆t by numerically diago-
nalizing Hs +Hsb(R,P ), holding the bath positions and
momenta constant. The bath was then evolved for an-
other half timestep of ∆t2 using velocity Verlet, keeping
the state of the electronic subsystem constant. For the
FMO model, the timestep used was ∆t =0.25 fs, while
for LHCII the timestep was ∆t =0.05 fs.
The partial memory kernels were constructed using
Eqs. (7)-(11), with the necessary correlation functions in
Eqs. (10) and (11) approximated using mean field theory
as described in Appendix C. The memory kernel was cal-
culated at a lower time resolution (0.5 fs) than the direct
MFT dynamics used to generate the underlying correla-
tion functions, Eqs. (10) and (11), which was observed
7not to change the resulting GQME dynamics. Additional
details on the specific form these equations in the con-
text of the Frenkel exciton model are given in Appendix
A. Plots of select memory kernel matrix elements that
relate to transitions between the states that have signif-
icant populations for FMO and LHCII are available in
the SI.
Typically the memory kernel decays to zero after a
short amount of time and hence can be truncated (set
equal to zero) at all times greater than this time. For the
FMO model, this kernel cutoff time, τc, was chosen by
increasing the cutoff until the dynamics ceased to change,
with τc between 125 and 300 fs giving very similar results.
In practice, larger values of τc require more trajectories
to converge. For the dynamics of the FMO model shown
in this work we used τc = 150 fs. For the LHCII model,
the dynamics remain unchanged for τc between 50 and
65 fs. To stably integrate the MF-GQME dynamics with
cutoff times greater than 65 fs requires a large number
of trajectories to achieve stable dynamics. This is be-
cause the LHCII complex is in a more strongly coupled
regime, which gives rise to highly oscillatory memory ker-
nels that require a very large number of trajectories to
converge. Such oscillatory memory kernels have been ob-
served for the dynamics of the spin-boson model with the
Debye spectral density in intermediate to strong coupling
regimes.23 For all LHCII dynamics shown, we used τc =
65 fs. The instabilities observed for LHCII might be able
to be alleviated by employing alternative closures,23,43,44
or by using higher level quantum-classical methods to
generate the memory kernel.20,24
After calculating the partial memory kernels, the
GQME, Eq. (5), was integrated using Heun’s method,45
with the integral in Eq. (5) approximated using the trape-
zoid rule.
Because the sampling of bath initial conditions from
which the correlation functions are generated is stochas-
tic, there is variability in how many trajectories are re-
quired to converge the memory kernel for a given real-
ization of uniform or selective sampling. To evaluate our
selective sampling algorithm on the LHCII model, we
performed 50 separate realizations of the selective sam-
pling algorithm, as well as 50 separate realizations of uni-
form sampling. All GQME dynamics shown are from the
realization with the median error in the dynamics, where
error in the dynamics is quantified by the mean absolute
deviation in the subsystem density matrix from its con-
verged form, Eq. (12). The converged form for LHCII
corresponds to 65 million total trajectories, apportioned
equally across all initial conditions. A plot that shows
the distribution of errors of different realizations of the
selective sampling procedure as a function of number of
trajectories added can be found in the Supporting Infor-
mation (SI). The selective sampling procedure was per-
formed by adding a total of ∆N = 100 trajectories at
each iteration.
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Here we apply the MF-GQME method to electronic
energy transfer in Frenkel exciton models of the FMO
and LHCII light harvesting complexes. The FMO model
consists of Ns = 7 subsystem states whereas Ns = 14 for
LHCII. Therefore, for FMO there are 74 = 2401 time de-
pendent matrix elements in the memory kernel, while for
LHCII there are 144 = 38, 416. However, as described in
Sec. II A, all of the matrix elements can be obtained using
very short simulations starting from 28 initial conditions
for FMO or 105 distinct initial conditions for LHCII.
Figure 2 compares the direct MFT and MF-GQME
dynamics to exact HEOM results41 for the population
relaxation following an initial excitation for the FMO
model at low temperature in a regime of high nonadia-
baticity (ωc & ∆kk′ for most pairs of states). As observed
in previous work for the FMO model,46 direct MFT gives
qualitatively correct coherent oscillations at short times,
but fails to recover the correct long-time populations.
This can be explained by the high nonadiabaticity and
the low temperature bath, both of which are problematic
for MFT. In contrast, MF-GQME produces highly accu-
rate results, consistent with previous observations that
this scheme offers significant improvements over direct
MFT in nonadiabatic regimes.21–23
For this nonadiabatic problem, the memory kernel de-
cays by a cutoff time of τc = 0.15 ps, which is consid-
erably shorter than the 1-2 ps lifetime of the popula-
tion dynamics. However, because MF-GQME requires
sampling 28 distinct initial conditions to generate the
memory kernel, uniform sampling of all initial conditions
in this regime, i.e., when trajectories are apportioned
equally to each initial condition, requires a total of 105 to-
tal trajectories (∼3,500 per initial condition) to converge
the memory kernel. This is in contrast to the ∼ 104 tra-
jectories required to obtain a similar level of convergence
with direct MFT. Hence, despite the shorter lifetime of
the kernel, the larger number of trajectories required to
generate the kernel means that the total cost of gener-
ating the MF-GQME dynamics shown in Fig. 2 is ∼1.5
times greater than that of MFT. Moreover, because the
memory kernel provides the dynamics for all factorizable
initial conditions of the subsystem RDM, the dynamics
resulting from the two distinct initial subsystem excita-
tions shown in panels (b.) and (d.) of Fig. 2 are gen-
erated using the same memory kernel. In contrast, pan-
els (a.) and (c.) of Fig. 2, which correspond to direct
MFT dynamics, require separate sets of MFT trajecto-
ries initialized from the two different subsystem initial
conditions.
An additional advantage of the MF-GQME scheme is
that, once the memory kernel is converged, one can ob-
tain dynamics for arbitrarily long times by integrating
Eq. (5). In practice, the GQME propagation can be
done at negligible computational cost compared to the
costs of generating MFT trajectories. Figure 3 shows the
long time population dynamics for direct MFT and MF-
8FIG. 2. Populations for direct MFT and MF-GQME in the
FMO model at T = 77K with 10,000 trajectories per ini-
tial condition. The model parameters are λ = 35cm−1,
ω−1c = 50 fs. Filled points are the exact HEOM results from
Ref. 33. Panels (a.) and (b.) correspond to the initial excita-
tion of state 6 while panels (c.) and (d.) correspond to initial
excitation of state 1.
GQME following initial excitation of state 6 in the same
parameter regime as Fig. 2. Because of the prohibitive
cost of converging the exact dynamics for such long times,
the arrows in Fig. 3 correspond to the Boltzmann equi-
librium populations that would be expected based on the
subsystem Hamiltonian, e−βHˆs . As expected, due to the
well-known detailed balance problems in methods that
rely on a mean field description of the interaction between
the electronic subsystem and the nuclei,47–49 MFT incor-
rectly predicts that all states have nearly equal popula-
tion at long times, in qualitative disagreement with the
expected result. In contrast, MF-GQME accurately cap-
tures the expected long-time populations. Furthermore,
to converge the MFT dynamics out to the 20 ps shown
in Fig. 3 requires significant additional computational ef-
fort (at least 20 times more than for 1 ps), while in the
GQME approach, Eq. (5) can be integrated for arbitrar-
ily long times using the same memory kernel as Fig. 2.
Because integrating the GQME for longer times incurs
negligible additional cost, the dynamics shown in Fig. 3
are ∼ 13 times cheaper when generated with MF-GQME
as compared with direct MFT.
A more stringent test of the MF-GQME method is
the LHCII model, which has significantly more subsys-
tem states each of which is also more strongly coupled to
the bath degrees of freedom. The combination of a large
number of states, stronger system-bath coupling, and the
FIG. 3. Long time populations in the FMO model for the pa-
rameter regime in Fig. 2 with initial excitation in state 6 using
direct MFT (panel (a.)) and MF-GQME (panel (b.)). The
MF-GQME dynamics are generated using the same memory
kernel as Fig. 2. The arrows show the long-time populations
that would be expected from e−βHˆs .
complex form of the spectral density of LHCII presents a
significant challenge to exact methods. Hence, very lim-
ited benchmarks are available using the HEOM method
and these required substantial computational effort and
some simplification of the spectral density.41 Here we use
the form and parameterization of the LHCII Hamiltonian
of Ref. 41 with the J7 spectral density from that refer-
ence, and compare against the HEOM results presented
therein. These HEOM results relied on the high tem-
perature approximation,41 and hence, while they are ex-
pected to be highly accurate, it remains unclear whether
they are numerically exact.
Figure 4 (a.) shows the dynamics for the sum of the
populations of all Chl b chromophores for the LHCII
model following initial excitation of the highest energy
eigenstate of the subsystem Hamiltonian. For this model
the exact HEOM dynamics exhibit an initial fast (sub pi-
cosecond) decay in the population of Chl b chromophores
followed by a longer time component which decays over
tens of picoseconds. Direct MFT fails to capture the
magnitude of the short time drop in the population of Chl
b chromophores, but qualitatively reproduces the longer
timescale of population transfer out of this set of chro-
mophores. As previously observed, modified Redfield dy-
namics, which is a major workhorse in the modelling
and investigation of the excitation dynamics in photo-
synthetic systems, shows erroneous rapid decay within
the first 1-2 ps.41 MF-GQME, however, yields accurate
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FIG. 4. Population dynamics for the 14-state LHCII model
of Ref. 41. Panel (a.) shows the sum of the populations of
all Chl b chromophores and panels (b.) and (c.) show the
populations of the Chl604a and Chl605b chromophores, re-
spectively. The direct MFT and MF-GQME results are from
this work. The direct MFT results used 100,000 trajectories
and the MF-GQME results used 625,000 trajectories per ini-
tial condition (6.5 × 106 total trajectories). For comparison,
HEOM and modified Redfield results for the same model are
from Ref. 41. (a.) Sum of the populations of all Chl b chro-
mophores. (b.) population of the Chl 604a state. (c.) Pop-
ulation of the Chl 605b state. The parameters of the model
are those of Ref. 41
short and long time behavior, in good agreement with
the HEOM result. This behavior is mirrored in the pop-
ulations of the Chl 604a and Chl 605b states in Fig. 4
(b.) and (c.) which contribute to the Chl b decay shown
in (a.). Direct MFT underestimates the transfer into Chl
604a while overestimating that into Chl 605b, while mod-
ified Redfield theory leads to spuriously fast population
decay of these states. In contrast, MF-GQME accurately
captures the HEOM result.
Figure 5 shows the long-time dynamics obtained from
MF-GQME using the same initial condition. In addition
to capturing the exact HEOM dynamics at short times
MF-GQME also obtains the intermediate timescale (pi-
cosecond) trapping in Chl 604a and Chl 605b bottleneck
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FIG. 5. Long time populations in the LHCII model of ref. 41
with initial excitation in the highest energy eigenstate of the
subsystem Hamiltonian. The dynamics are generated using
the same memory kernel as Fig. 4. The dashed lines show the
long-time populations that would be expected from e−βHˆs .
states, and the long timescale (tens of picoseconds) re-
laxation to the Chl 610a-611a-612a trimer, the Chl 613a-
614a dimer, and the Chl 602a-603a dimer.34
Because of the stronger system-bath coupling of the
LHCII model in comparison to the FMO complex, con-
verging the memory kernel using uniform sampling of
all 105 distinct initial conditions would require approxi-
mately 65 million total trajectories. Although this num-
ber of trajectories is feasible for simple models, it is in-
tractable when more sophisticated atomistic descriptions
of the environment are used. The fact that LHCII con-
sists a large number of subsystem states makes it a prime
candidate to benefit from using selective sampling to ac-
celerate convergence. As such, we now consider the com-
putational speedups that can be obtained by applying
the selective sampling algorithm introduced in Sec. II B
to this model. To demonstrate the utility of the selective
sampling scheme, we thus compare the convergence of the
GQME dynamics for a fixed total number of trajectories
when using the selective sampling and the uniform sam-
pling approaches to compute the memory kernel. See the
SI for a plot showing the average number of trajectories
assigned to each memory-kernel level initial condition at
each step of the algorithm.
Figure 6 shows the populations for the median real-
izations of selective and uniform sampling at 100,000
and 200,000 trajectories. Already at 100,000 trajecto-
ries the selective sampling yields qualitatively correct
dynamics, while the uniformly sampled memory kernel
is not numerically stable, with the populations several
chromophores becoming negative by t = 1.0 ps, and the
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FIG. 6. MF-GQME population dynamics for the LHCII
model using uniform and selective sampling. Filled circles are
the fully converged uniform sampling result with 65 million
total trajectories. Panels (a.) and (b.) correspond to 100,000
trajectories panels (c.) and (d.) correspond to 200,000 tra-
jectories. The high frequency and large amplitude oscillations
seen panel (a.) are caused by numerical instability due to
noise in the memory kernel.
unphysically high frequency and large amplitude oscilla-
tions seen in panel (a.) caused by numerical instability.
By 200,000 trajectories, selective sampling is already in
semi-quantitive agreement to the exact result, while uni-
form sampling produces negative populations after only
∼ 0.5 ps. In fact, the uniform sampling approach fully
converges only after ∼ 65,000,000 trajectories. Hence, in
this regime the selective sampling algorithm is approxi-
mately 300 times more efficient than uniform sampling.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we have shown how the MF-GQME ap-
proach can be efficiently extended to treat systems where
the electronic subspace consists of many states. By an-
alyzing the symmetries of the memory kernel, we have
demonstrated that, for a system consisting of Ns sub-
system states, the memory kernel, despite having N4s
matrix elements, can be generated using only O(N2s )
quantum-classical trajectories. This scaling analysis is
directly applicable to quantum-classical methods using
wavefunction-based treatments of the electronic subsys-
tem dynamics, such as MFT and FSSH. The same scaling
arguments also apply to methods of generating the ker-
nel using only the original dynamics,23,24,50 and to other
methods that involve a time convolution master equation
such as the transfer tensor method.51,52 This is in con-
trast to methods53–60 based on the Meyer-Miller-Stock-
Thoss (MMST) mapping,61,62 where the initial condi-
tions necessary to generate all memory kernel elements
could be recovered by an appropriate weighting of the
variables drawn from a single Gaussian distribution of
MMST variables.19,24
To further reduce the cost of generating the memory
kernel necessary to propagate an RDM subject to specific
initial conditions, we have outlined a general procedure
for how one can select an optimal set of quantum-classical
trajectories to converge the kernel. Employing a spe-
cific realization of a selective sampling procedure on the
LHCII model that focuses resources on initial conditions
that most contribute to the fast the convergence of the
memory kernel, we have demonstrated that one can ob-
tain a further 2 orders of magnitude speed-up. While the
specific procedure used here is one possible choice, alter-
native ways of apportioning trajectories to specific initial
conditions could lead to more efficient selective sampling
schemes and represents a promising direction for future
work.
By applying MF-GQME to models of excitation en-
ergy transfer in the FMO and LHCII complexes, which
consist of 7 and 14 electronic states, respectively, we have
shown that this method can provide accurate results for
multi-state systems for both short-time dynamics and
long-time populations at the computational cost of low-
level quantum classical trajectory-based methods. Fur-
ther, when memory kernels are short-lived in comparison
to the electronic dynamics of interest, the MF-GQME
approach usually costs less than a direct application of
MFT. Moreover, once the memory kernel is generated
up to the required cutoff time, τc, the GQME can be
propagated with linear scaling in time, making long-time
dynamics easy to access.
To date, MF-GQME has previously proven success-
ful in treating the dynamics of systems coupled to
harmonic21,23,25 or fully atomistic22 environments, both
in25 and out21–23 of equilibrium. In the present work, we
have demonstrated that this approach is also able to ac-
curately and efficiently address the dynamics of systems
where the electronic subspace consists of many states. In-
deed, we have shown that MF-GQME can provide quan-
titatively accurate results in LHCII where commonly in-
voked methods, such as Redfield theory5,6 and its modi-
fied variant,7,8 are known to fail.41 MF-GQME thus pro-
vides a powerful tool to investigate charge and energy
transfer in the condensed phase.
SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL
See supplementary material for plots of select memory
kernel matrix elements for FMO and LHCII, a plot of
the distribution of errors of different realizations of the
selective sampling procedure as a function of number of
trajectories added, and a plot of the number of trajecto-
ries assigned to each initial condition of the LHCII model
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using the selective sampling approach.
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Appendix A: Auxiliary kernels for a multi-level system
In this section, we provide more detail for the deriva-
tion of the expressions for the auxiliary kernels K1(t) and
K3(t) for the GQME that describes the dynamics of the
subsystem RDM subject to a spectroscopic initial condi-
tion. These expressions are applicable to a general Ns
state system coupled to an arbitrary bath of the type de-
scribed in Sec. II. We subsequently specialize our discus-
sion to the Frenkel exciton model presented in Sec. III A
given by Eqs. (19)-(21).
We start from the general form of the Hamiltonian,
Eq. (1), for an Ns state electronic system coupled to
a bath, which can take a harmonic (e.g., Eq. (20)) or
atomistic form, with a general form of the system-bath
coupling, given by Eq. (2).
As stated in Sec. II, we are interested in the nonequi-
librium RDM dynamics arising from a spectroscopic or
Franck-Condon initial condition, ρˆ(0) = ρˆs ⊗ ρˆeqb , where
the initial condition of the electronic subsystem can
be expanded in terms of the Liouville basis, ρˆs(0) =∑
n anAˆ
†
n, and the bath is in local equilibrium, ρˆ
eq
b =
e−βHˆb
Tr[e−βHˆb ]
. To derive a particular GQME, it is also nec-
essary to choose a projection operator. Here, we choose
the Ns state system generalization of the Redfield-type
projection operator, shown in Ref. 23 in the context of
a two-level system. In the more conventional Nakajima-
Zwanzig form of the GQME for nonequilibrium RDM
dynamics,1,2 this projector corresponds to the commonly
used Argyres-Kelley projector,63 P, which performs a
partial trace over the bath and multiples by the canoni-
cal density of the bath, i.e., P(OˆbOˆs) = ρˆeqb Trb[OˆbOˆs] =
ρˆeqb OˆsTrb[Oˆb], where Oˆb and Oˆs are bath and system op-
erators, respectively.
With this form of the projection operator, and assum-
ing that Tr[ρˆeqb Γˆj ] = 0 (which can always be enforced
with no loss of generality by redefining the subsystem and
bath parts of the Hamiltonian: Hˆs → Hˆs + Tr[ρˆeqb Hsb]
and Hˆsb → Hˆsb−Tr[ρˆeqb Hsb]), it is possible to obtain the
general forms for the auxiliary kernels. Focusing first on
K1(t),
[K1(t)]mn = − 1~2 Tr
[
(Lsbρˆeqb Aˆ†m)eiLt/~(LsbAˆn)
]
= − 1
2~2
Nsb∑
j,k
{
Tr
[
[Γˆj , ρˆ
eq
b ]−[Sˆj , Aˆ
†
m]+e
iLt/~[Sˆk, Aˆn]−Γˆk
]
+ Tr
[
[Γˆj , ρˆ
eq
b ]+[Sˆj , Aˆ
†
m]−e
iLt/~[Sˆk, Aˆn]−Γˆk
]}
=
1
2~2
Nsb∑
j,k
N2s∑
r,s
{
c(j,+)m,r Tr
[
[ρˆeqb , Γˆj ]−Aˆ
†
re
iLt/~AˆsΓˆk
]
+ c(j,−)mr Tr
[
[Γˆj , ρˆ
eq
b ]+Aˆ
†
re
iLt/~AˆsΓˆk
]}
c(k,−)sn
=
1
~2
Nsb∑
j,k
N2s∑
r,s
{
c(j,+)mr [q
(jk,−)
1 ]rs(t)− c(j,−)mr [q(jk,+)1 ]rs(t)
}
c(k,−)sn .
(A1)
Using similar manipulations, one can show that,
[K3(t)]mn = −1~Tr
[
(Lsbρˆeqb Aˆ†m)eiLt/~Aˆn
]
=
1
~
Nsb∑
j
N2s∑
r
{
c(j,+)mr [q
(j,−)
3 ]rn(t) + c
(j,−)
mr [q
(j,+)
3 ]rn(t)
}
,
(A2)
where the elements of the dynamical matrices, q
(jk,±)
1 and q
(j,±)
3 , are given by Eqs. (11) and (10), the elements
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of the static transformation matrix c(j,±) take the form,
c(j,±)mn = Trs
[
Aˆ†m[Sˆj , Aˆn]±
]
. (A3)
and we have used the fact that
[Sˆj , Aˆn]± =
N2s∑
r
Aˆrc
(j,±)
rn , (A4a)
[Sˆj , Aˆ
†
n]± = ±
N2s∑
r
c(j,±)nr Aˆ
†
r. (A4b)
Equations (A1)-(A2) are general, applicable to an Ns
state system coupled to an arbitrary bath with system-
bath coupling given by Eq. (2), and subject to a spectro-
scopic initial condition. We emphasize that such systems
include electronic states coupled to harmonic or atom-
istic baths and system-bath interactions beyond linear
coupling.
We now specialize our discussion to the Frenkel exciton
Hamiltonian, Eqs. (19)-(21), where the bath is harmonic
and can be decomposed into contributions that are lo-
cal, in addition to the coupling being bilinear and local.
Given the Frenkel exciton form of the Hamiltonian, the
matrix elements of the static transformation matrix are
given by,
c(j,±)mn = δjαδjβδα′β′ ± δjα′δjβ′δαβ , (A5)
where δ is the Kronecker delta.
Appendix B: Obtaining K(t) from K1(t) and K3(t) by
solving a system of linear equations
Here we describe a procedure for obtaining K from K1
and K3 by discretizing the self-consistent expansion and
solving a system of linear equations, hence avoiding an
iterative solution. The self consistency relation for the
memory kernel, Eq. (6) can be written in discrete time
as,
K(tn) ≈ K1(tn)− i∆t
2
n−1∑
j=0
K3(tn−j)K(tj)
+K3(tn−j−1)K(tj+1),
(B1)
where we have discretized the integral using the trapezoid
rule. Here t0, t1, . . . , tn are equally spaced discrete times,
and hence tj+1 − tj ≡ ∆t, and tm − tj = tm−j (m >
j). Equation (B1) can be solved to obtain an explicit
expression for K(tn) in terms of K1, K3, and K(tj) (0 ≤
j ≤ n− 1),
K(t0) = K1(t0)
[
1+ i
∆t
2
K3(t0)
]
K(tn) = K1(tn)−i∆t
2
K3(t1)K(tn−1) + n−2∑
j=0
K3(tn−j)K(tj) +K3(tn−j−1)K(tj+1)
 (B2)
where n > 0 and 1 is the identity matrix. The above
equation allows K(tn) (n > 0) to be obtained from the
K(tj) (j < n) using a single, non-iterative step where
one solves for the unknown matrix K(tn) in Eq. (B2). In
practice, the system of linear equations implied by Eq.
(B2) was solved by computing and storing the Cholesky
factorization of [1 + i∆t2 K3(t0)], which can be used to
solve for K(tn).
Appendix C: MFT treatment of the dynamical matrices,
q
(jk,±)
1 (t) and q
(j,±)
3 (t)
Here, we outline how one can calculate the dynamical
matrices, q
(jk,±)
1 (t) and q
(j,±)
3 (t) in Eqs. (11) and (10)
using the Ehrenfest MFT method. To do this, we first
review the partial transformation to Wigner phase space
with respect to bath variables of a general correlation
function. We then show the general MFT approximation
to the dynamical matrices corresponding to a general Ns-
state system, and specialize our discussion to the Frenkel
exciton model. Finally, we provide the equations of mo-
tion for the subsystem and bath variables.
To treat a general correlation function of a system
which can be separated into a subsystem coupled to a
bath,
CAB(t) = Tr[ρˆAB(t)]
= TrsTrb[ρˆAB(t)], (C1)
using the Ehrenfest MFT method, we first perform a par-
tial Wigner transformation64,65 with respect to the bath
variables. Here, ρˆ encodes the initial condition of the
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full system, and A and B are arbitrary operators. Upon
performing the partial Wigner transformation, we can
rewrite the correlation function as follows,
CAB(t) =
∫
dX Trs[(ρˆA)W (B(t))W ], (C2)
where X = (R,P ) are the classical coordinates, R, and
momenta, P , of the bath, and the Wigner transform of
an operator, Oˆ, is defined as65,66
OˆW (X) =
∫
dz e
iP ·z
~ 〈R− z
2
|Oˆ|R+ z
2
〉. (C3)
The Wigner transform of the product of two operators
is65,66 (
AˆCˆ
)W
(X) = AˆW (X)e
~Λˆ
2i CˆW (X), (C4)
where
Λˆ =
∑
j
( ←−
∂
∂Pj
−→
∂
∂Rj
−
←−
∂
∂Rj
−→
∂
∂Pj
)
(C5)
is the Poisson bracket operator and the arrows indicate
the directions in which the differential operators act.
The MFT approximation to this correlation func-
tion amounts to replacing the time-dependent operator
(B(t))W = (eiHt/~Be−iHt/~)W with BW (Xt, t), where
the classical bath degrees of freedom evolve according
to the Poisson bracket subject to an additional time-
dependent mean force arising from the subsystem dy-
namics and the quantum variables evolve according to
the time-dependent Schrodinger equation subject to the
time-dependent contribution of the bath. This allows
one to rewrite the dynamical matrices, q
(jk,±)
1 (t) and
q
(j,±)
3 (t), corresponding to a general Ns state system in
the MFT approximation as,
q
(j,+)
3,mn(t) ≈
∫
dX
([ρˆeqb , Γˆj ]+)
W (X0)
2
C(s)mn(t), (C6a)
q
(j,−)
3,mn(t) ≈
∫
dX
([ρˆeqb , Γˆj ]−)
W (X0)
2
C(s)mn(t), (C6b)
q
(jk,+)
1,mn (t) ≈
∫
dX
([ρˆeqb , Γˆj ]+)
W (X0)
2
ΓWk (Xt)C
(s)
mn(t),
(C6c)
q
(jk,−)
1,mn (t) ≈
∫
dX
([ρˆeqb , Γˆj ]−)
W (X0)
2
ΓWk (Xt)C
(s)
mn(t),
(C6d)
where
C(s)mn(t) = Trs
{
Aˆ†mAˆn(Xt, t)
}
. (C7)
Here we have explicitly included the dependence of oper-
ator Aˆn(t) on the time-dependent bath variables, Xt, to
emphasize that the value of C
(s)
mn(t,Xt) is dependent on
the realization of the bath.
For the Frenkel exciton model, where the bath is har-
monic and the bath part of the system-bath coupling is
linear in the bath coordinates and given by Γˆj → γˆj =∑
k cj,kRˆj,k, the Wigner transform of the anticommuta-
tor and commutator of the bath canonical distribution
and γˆk take simple forms,
([ρˆeqb , γˆj ]+)
W (X0)
2
= ρWb (X0)γ
W
j (X0), (C8a)
([ρˆeqb , γˆj ]−)
W (X0)
2
= ρWb (X0)ξ
W
j (X0), (C8b)
where, using Eq. (C4), one obtains
γWj =
∑
k
cj,kRj,k, (C9a)
ξWj = −i
∑
k
cj,kPj,k
tanh(β~ωj,k/2)
ωj,k
, (C9b)
and
ρWb =
∏
j,k
tanh(β~ωj,k/2)
pi
× exp
[
− tanh(β~ωj,k/2)
~ωj,k
[
P 2j,k + ω
2
j,kR
2
j,k
]]
.
(C10)
Application of the Ehrenfest MFT approximation to
the dynamics of the Frenkel exciton model leads to the
evolution of the subsystem wavefunction subject to the
Hamiltonian of the subsystem modulated by the time-
dependent system-bath coupling,
d
dt
ρs(t,Xt) = −i
[(
Hˆs +
∑
k
γk(Xt) |k〉 〈k|
)
, ρs(t,Xt)
]
,
(C11)
where the subsystem initial condition, ρs(0) = |ψ〉 〈ψ|, is
of pure form.
The bath, in turn, follows Hamilton’s equations,
∂Pj,k
∂t
= −∂H
Eh
b
∂Qj,k
, (C12a)
∂Qj,k
∂t
=
∂HEhb
∂Pj,k
, (C12b)
where the Ehrenfest version of the bath Hamiltonian
takes the form,
HEhb (t) =
1
2
∑
j,k
[
P 2j,k+ω
2
j,kR
2
j,k+2cj,kRj,kSj(t)
]
, (C13)
where Sj(t) = Trs[ρs(t,Xt)Sˆj ] is the mean potential aris-
ing from the subsystem dynamics.
The correlation functions given in Eqs. (C6a)-(C6d)
are generated using MFT and the memory kernel is then
generated according to Eqs. (6)-(8).
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Appendix D: Correlation functions with off-diagonal initial
conditions using Ehrenfest mean field theory
In this section, we describe how the correlation func-
tions in Eqs. (10) and (11) are evaluated using MFT
for initial conditions that do not correspond to a single
wavefunction.
If the subsystem initial condition is diagonal, i.e. Aˆj =
|α〉 〈α′| where α = α′, then MFT is straightforward to
apply because one can use the subsystem initial condi-
tion corresponding to pure state |α〉, i.e. |ψ(0)〉 = |α〉.
On the other hand, if Aj is an off-diagonal (if α 6= α′),
the procedure is less straightforward because Aj does not
correspond to an initial condition that arises from a sin-
gle wavefunction. Several possible approaches and subtle
issues related to this are discussed in detail in the Ap-
pendices of Ref. 23. A simple and computationally effi-
cient approach for calculating such correlation functions
involves an auxiliary wavefunction,
|ψ¯〉 = 1√
2
(
eiφ |α〉+ |α′〉) (D1)
where φ is a random number uniformly sampled from the
interval [0, 2pi). Then consider the expression
q¯(t) =
∫
dφ
∫
dX ρb,WΓj,W (0) 〈ψ¯|α′〉 〈α|ψ¯〉 〈ψ¯|Γk,W (t)An(t) |ψ¯〉
=
1
2
∫
dφ
∫
dX ρb,WΓj,W (0)e
iφ 〈ψ¯|Γk,W (t)An(t) |ψ¯〉
=
1
4
∫
dX ρb,WΓj,W (0) 〈α|Γk,W (t)An(t) |α′〉
=
1
4
q(t),
(D2)
where q(t) is a general memory kernel correlation func-
tion which is partially Wigner transformed over the bath
degrees of freedom, such as those defined in Eqs. (C6a)-
(C6d), and we have explicitly used that α 6= α′. Equa-
tion (D2) thus provides a way to access two q correlation
functions using the same initial wavefunction |ψ¯〉, in par-
ticular those for which Aˆm = |α〉 〈α′| and Aˆm = |α′〉 〈α|.
The explicit procedure for calculating such correlation
functions is:
1. Initialize the wavefunction |ψ(0)〉 = |ψ¯〉, sampling
a new random number φ from a uniform distribu-
tion on the interval [0, 2pi). Sample the bath initial
conditions from the appropriate bath distribution,
ρb,W , as in the diagonal case.
2. At t = 0, evaluate and store eiφ and e−iφ.
3. Run each trajectory using MFT to calculate the
desired observables at time t in the same way as
for a diagonal initial condition. Multiply the corre-
lation function by eiφ to obtain q¯+(t) and by e
−iφ
to obtain q¯−(t).
4. Repeat steps 1-4, averaging q¯±(t) over an ensem-
ble of trajectories with different bath initial condi-
tions and different initial values of φ. As shown in
Eq. (D2), the trajectory-averaged q¯+ corresponds
q(t) with Am = |α〉 〈α′| and q¯− corresponds to q(t)
with Aj = |α′〉 〈α|.
This approach of phase averaging over a superposition
state in order to obtain the correlation function of in-
terest is similar to that employed in the recently pro-
posed CFBT method,67 which extends Ehrenfest mean
field theory.
Appendix E: Convergence analysis of the memory kernel
Here, we describe how to motivate our selective sam-
pling algorithm from formal analysis of how the error
in the memory kernel arising from lack of convergence
translates into error in the GQME dynamics.
Our analysis starts from the GQME corresponding
to the fully converged RDM, ρconvs (t), and the GQME
using corresponding to a (possibly unconverged) RDM
ρs(t). The fully converged dynamics arise from a fully
converged memory kernel, Kconv(t), while the uncon-
verged dynamics arise from an unconverged memory ker-
nel, K(t). A simple metric for the error in ρs(t) is its
deviation from the converged RDM,
δρs(t) ≡ ρconvs (t)− ρs(t). (E1)
Since this quantity can be positive or negative, it is con-
venient to consider its absolute value, |δρs(t)|. This devi-
ation is time dependent and is different for each element
of the density. A scalar metric for the total error is the
mean absolute deviation of the RDM from its converged
value, with the mean taken over time and elements of the
density,
〈|δρs|〉 = 1
tmaxN2s
N2s∑
n=1
[∫ tmax
0
dt |δρs(t)|
]
n
, (E2)
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where tmax is the total amount of time over which one
wants to know the RDM dynamics. Because there is no
error in the initial condition, (i.e., δρs(0) = 0), one can
minimize the error at subsequent times by minimizing
the error in the time-derivative of the RDM,
δρ˙s(t) ≡ ρ˙convs (t)− ρ˙s(t)
=
d
dt
(
δρs(t)
)
.
(E3)
Equation (5) can be combined with Eq. (E3) in order to
express the error in the time derivative, δρ˙s(t), in terms
of δρs(t) and δK(t) = Kconv(t)−K(t):
δρ˙s(t) = E1 + E2 + E3, (E4)
where
E1(t) = δρs(t)X , (E5)
E2(t) = −
∫ t
0
dτρs(t− τ)δK(τ), (E6)
E3(t) = −
∫ t
0
dτδρs(t− τ)Kconv(τ). (E7)
Of the three terms, only E2 can be directly controlled
by running more trajectories, since more trajectories lead
to a smaller δK(t) as the correlation functions that give
rise to K(t) become more converged. In contrast, E1 and
E3 cannot be directly controlled because they depend on
δρs(t), a quantity which arises from δK(t) and previous
values of δρs(t) according to Eqs. (E3)-(E7). For our
choice of selective sampling algorithm we make the ansatz
that the mean absolute deviation in the RDM dynamics
is proportional to the mean absolute value of E2, i.e.,
〈|δρs|〉 ∝ 〈|E2|〉. Figure 7a, which is generated using
data from LHCII, shows strong correlation between the
error in the GQME dynamics and |E2|, suggests that this
ansatz is valid.
In order to obtain an expression for the selective sam-
pling weights, wm, we consider how 〈|E2|〉 is related to
the error in specific elements of K(t),
〈|E2|〉 = 1
tmaxN2s
N2s∑
β=1
∫ tmax
0
dτ
∣∣∣∣ [E2(τ)]β∣∣∣∣
=
1
tmaxN2s
N2s∑
α,β=1
∫ tmax
0
dτ
∣∣∣∣∫ τ
0
dτ ′[ρs(τ − τ ′)]α[δK(τ ′)]αβ
∣∣∣∣
≤ 1
tmaxN2s
N2s∑
α,β=1
∫ tmax
0
dτ
∫ τ
0
dτ ′
∣∣∣∣[ρs(τ − τ ′)]α∣∣∣∣ ∣∣∣∣[δK(τ ′)]αβ∣∣∣∣ .
(E8)
Using this expression to determine the error in the dy-
namics still requires prior knowledge of the converged
kernel. In order to use this expression to obtain an
expression for the selective sampling weights, we make
the additional approximation that |δK(t)| ≈ |δK1(t)| ≈√
σ2K1
(t)
N so that:
〈|E2|〉 . 1
tmaxN2s
∑
α,β
∫ tmax
0
dτ
∫ τ
0
dτ ′
∣∣∣∣[ρs(τ − τ ′)]α∣∣∣∣ [σK1(τ ′)]αβ√Nα , (E9)
where σK1 is the standard deviation in K1:[
σK1(t)
]
αβ
=
∑
j,k,±
m,n
[c(j,±)]αm[σ(jk,∓)q1 (t)]mn[c
(k,±)]nβ .
(E10)
Here it is useful to re-write Eq. (E9) as a sum of terms
arising from different initial conditions at the memory
kernel level:
〈|E2|〉 .
∑
m
∫ tmax
0
dt [(t)]m (E11)
where m indexes the initial conditions at the memory
kernel level and [(t)]m is the sum of all the terms in Eq.
(E9) arising from initial condition m:
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FIG. 7. Correlation between the mean absolute deviation in the dynamics from its converged result δρs (left panel) and the
mean absolute value of the E2 and  (right panel) for the LHCII model. Each individual point corresponds to a memory kernel
with a different level of convergence
[(t)]m =
1√
Nm
∫ t
0
dt′
∑
j,k,±
α,β,n
∣∣∣∣[ρs(t− t′)]α∣∣∣∣ [c(j,±)]αm[σ(jk,∓)q1 (t)]mn[c(k,−)]nβ , (E12)
Equations (E11) and (E12) provide the basis for our
choice of weights in our selective sampling algorithm. In
particular, the weight wm associated with initial condi-
tion m is proportional to the time average of [(t)]m
wm ∝
∫ tmax
0
dt [(t)]m, (E13)
This metric is an upper bound parts of the |E2| error
term that arise from initial condition m, as shown in Eq.
(E9). As shown in Fig. 7b, |E2(t)| and |(t)| track the
error in the GQME dynamics, |δρs(t)|. Hence, a selec-
tive sampling algorithm that minimizes this term should
also minimize the error in the GQME dynamics. For
the models considered here, we note that [(t)]m takes a
somewhat simpler form because [c(j,±)]αm = 0 if α 6= m
and hence
[(t)]m =
1√
Nm
∫ t
0
dt′
∑
n
∣∣∣∣[ρs(t− t′)]m∣∣∣∣ [σK1(t)]mn.
(E14)
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